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Although SARS-CoV-2 causes a respiratory viral infection, there is a large incidence of

neurological complications occurring in COVID-19 patients. These range from headaches

and loss of smell to encephalitis and strokes. Little is known about the likely diverse

mechanisms causing these pathologies and there is a dire need to understand how to

prevent and treat them. This review explores recent research from the perspective of

investigating how the immune system could play a role in neurological complications,

including cytokines, blood biomarkers, immune cells, and autoantibodies. We also

discuss lessons learnt from animal models. Overall, we highlight two key points that

have emerged from increasing evidence: (1) SARS-CoV-2 does not invade the brain in

the majority of cases and so the associated neurological complications might arise from

indirect effects, such as immune activation (2) although the immune system plays a critical

role in controlling the virus, its dysregulation can cause pathology.
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INTRODUCTION

Neurological symptoms occur in approximately one-third of hospitalised COVID-19 patients (1).
These range from symptoms of headaches, loss of taste and smell to seizures, encephalitis, and
stroke. Despite the prevalence of neurological manifestations in COVID-19 patients, scientists have
struggled to find consistent evidence of direct viral invasion in neuronal tissue and cerebrospinal
fluid (CSF) that can be causally attributed to these symptoms (2, 3). An upregulated immune
response appears to be a factor in many of the neuropathologies observed in COVID-19 patients,
including dysregulated cytokines, inflammation, coagulation, and the development of antibodies
against self-antigens (4). This review will focus on what is known and what is hypothesised about
immune-mediated damage during post-acute sequelae to nervous system insult from COVID-19.
However, it is outside of the scope of this review to address the likely significantly heterogenous
mechanisms underlying long-COVID syndrome.

A nationwide surveillance study, CoroNerve, found a higher frequency of neuropsychiatric
symptoms in young adults vs. cerebrovascular events which had a higher frequency in adults over
60 years old (5). The incidence of neurological complications has decreased since the beginning
of the pandemic and this could be due to the combination of better treatment regimens, use of
immunosuppressants, and protection from vaccination. However, it is not purely the severity of
disease that determines whether it is accompanied by neurological complications. Interestingly,
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neurological complications from respiratory viruses are not
unique to COVID-19. Indeed, they have been reported with
several pathogens, including influenza, tuberculosis, and SARS-
CoV-1. Despite the significant suffering in the current pandemic,
this is a unique opportunity to further understand these
complications and discover prophylactic and effective treatment
strategies. SARS-Cov-2 is not predominately neurotropic as
a minority of autopsies show virus presence in the brain
(6). Therefore, indirect viral effects are hypothesised to
be responsible for neurological complications, such as a
dysregulated immune response. This could include elevated
cytokines, blood-brain barrier damage, immune infiltration,
blood vessel inflammation, and blood vessel blockage leading
to hypoxia, as well as immune-mediated tissue damage
mediated by cells and/or autoantibodies. Neuroinflammation
can broadly be grouped into central vs peripheral pathologies
and subgroups within central include: cerebrovascular (e.g.,
stroke), encephalitis/encephalopathies, seizures, and movement
disorders. Neuroinflammation following SARS-CoV-2 can cause
short- or long-term pathology. This review aims to discuss the
possible immune-mediated mechanisms behind pathologies and
what has been learnt from animal models (Figure 1). Clinical
features and neuroimaging have been described in detail and
reviewed previously (7–9).

VIRAL VS. IMMUNE-MEDIATED
PATHOLOGY

Viral Damage and the Olfactory Route
Although the SARS-CoV-2 virus has been found in a minority
of brains in autopsies, direct damage to the nervous system
can occur and in vitro, brain organoids and neurons have
been found to become infected by SARS-CoV-2 virus (10,
11). One possible route for the virus to the brain is through
the nose—viral presence has been observed all the way up
the path into the brain—in the olfactory mucosa, olfactory
bulb, olfactory tubercle, oral mucosa, trigeminal ganglion,
medulla oblongata, but only rarely in the cerebellum (6). A
confounding variable in post-mortem studies is autolysis, so
it is important to note that a study, which involved post-
mortem bedside surgical tissue extraction, found no evidence
of infection in the olfactory sensory neurons or olfactory
bulb parenchyma (12). Direct or indirect alterations to the
olfactory receptors are thought to be the cause of loss of
smell observed in many COVID-19 cases. Other routes of
the virus into the brain are via endothelial cells and via a
Trojan horse approach within migrating immune cells. Once
neuronal cells are infected, they can release pro-inflammatory
cytokines and chemokines which in turn attract immune cells.
Cytotoxic T cells have been found in some brain autopsies
(13). Although this is an important anti-viral immune response,
infiltration into the central nervous system and immune-
mediated cytotoxicity can cause collateral tissue damage. A
recent study found a novel mechanism by which SARS-CoV-
2 directly damages the brain, through infection of endothelial
cells which leads to their death and results in significant

loss of capillaries, leading to hypoxia and blood-brain barrier
damage (14).

Cytokines and Chemokines and Other
Immune Biomarkers
Cytokines and chemokines play an important role in the anti-
viral response, but their dysregulation can lead to detrimental
side effects, such as uncontrolled fever, delirium, liver, brain, and
other tissue inflammation and damage. A lot has been learned
about dysregulated immune function and successful treatments
in the context of autoimmune diseases. For example, cytokine
release syndrome observed with CAR T cell neurotoxicity can
be treated with the rheumatoid arthritis drug, anti-IL-6R (15).
The “usual suspects” of detrimental cytokine release syndrome
are pro-inflammatory cytokines: IL-6, TNF, IFNγ as well as
chemokines that act on neutrophils (IL-8) and monocytes
(CCL2 and CCL5) and cytokines that stimulate granulocyte
and monocyte production (GM-CSF) (4, 16). Although many
cytokines and chemokines play roles in activating and attracting
immune cells, it is promising that single-target inhibitors, such as
anti-IL-6R, have shown efficacy in treating pulmonary COVID-
19 (17, 18). Anti-TNF treatment has also been associated with
reduced hospitalisation from COVID-19 (19).

Measurements of cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) offer important
insight into the central nervous system (CNS). A key early
study found elevations of brain injury markers neurofilament-
light chain, T-tau, and glial fibrillary acidic protein and IL-8
in the CSF of SARS-CoV-2-associated encephalitis cases (20).
A systematic review found that the minority of cases of CNS
manifestations had viral presence and virus-specific antibodies
in the CSF, but the majority had elevated brain injury markers
and pro-inflammatory cytokines, such as IL-1β, IL-2, IL-6, IL-8,
and TNF (21). The pathologies with the greatest incidence of viral
presence were encephalitis and meningitis (21). The presence of
inflammation in the absence of virus and virus-specific antibodies
implicates indirect effects of the virus on neuropathology.

From a mouse model of herpes simplex virus, it is known
that the IL-1α induction of CXCL1 production by astrocytes and
neurons and subsequent neutrophil migration into the brain is
an important pathway in blood-brain barrier breakdown (22).
This remains to be investigated in SARS-CoV-2 infection, but
neutrophils have been observed in brain infiltrates in humans
(8). Another related target for reducing inflammation is the
IL-1α and IL-1β receptors. Treatment with anakinra, an IL-
1R antagonist, has shown a beneficial effect when compared to
historical controls, with reduced need for mechanical ventilation
and mortality in COVID-19 patients (23). In terms of a potential
prognostic biomarker for COVID-19 patients, it has been found
that levels of IL-6 were increased at admission for patients with
neurological disorders (24). Many immune biomarkers have been
associated with COVID-19 disease severity, including IL-6, IL-
8, IL-10, IL-17A, IL-1RA, IFNγ, GM-CSF, HGF, CCL1, and
CXCL13, however, specific roles in neuropathology have not
been elucidated for all of them yet (4, 16, 25, 26). However,
there has been a fascinating set of case studies published
with in-depth clinical data and neuroimaging which report
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FIGURE 1 | Overview of potential mechanisms underlying COVID-19 neuropathology. Made by BioRender.com.

that neurological manifestations occurred at the same time as
cytokine release syndrome (27). HGF, IL-10, and IL-1RA are very
interesting as biomarkers of disease severity as they all have a
protective role. HGF is involved in lung tissue repair, IL-10 is
a regulatory cytokine and IL-1RA antagonises both IL-1α and
IL-1β signalling. It is hypothesised that these are outstanding
biomarkers of a regulatory response against inflammation and
tissue damage in severe disease.

Complement components C3, C5a, and C5b have also been
associated with disease severity (28). Although complement is

an important part of the innate anti-viral response directly
triggered by viral infection, hyperactivation can lead to
detrimental coagulation, thrombosis, and endothelial cell injury.
Clinical trials with drugs that block complement components
are ongoing.

The broad immunosuppressant dexamethasone has shown
efficacy in COVID-19 clinical trials, but importantly its protective
effect was limited to patients requiring supplemental oxygen
and in patients with less severe disease, it potentially had
a detrimental effect (29). This highlights two important
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aspects: (1) there is a fine balance between suppressing the
immune system to avoid detrimental effects and maintaining the
anti-viral response and (2) more specific immune-suppressing
treatments are needed.

VASCULAR COMPLICATIONS

Hyperactivation of the immune system plays a key role

in adverse events involving blockage of blood vessels and
damage to blood vessel walls. Vascular complications, such

as hypercoagulopathy, thrombosis, and endotheliitis, can cause

a range of pathologies, including neuropathologies when the
nervous system is affected. Notable neuropathologies involving

these mechanisms are ischaemic and haemorrhagic stroke,
cerebral venous sinus thrombosis, and intracerebral endotheliitis.
Damage to the blood-brain barrier can start a vicious cycle of loss
of protection from the virus and cellular infiltration, and result in
autoantigen release in the context of inflammatory mediators.

Several biomarkers of blood clotting have been associated with
severe COVID-19, including von Willebrand Factor, factor VII,
and factor VIII (30). In a previously mentioned study, in addition
to IL-6, D-dimers, which are formed during the coagulation
cascade, had increased levels in patients with neurological
disorders at the time of admission (24). In addition to vascular
complications, cytokine release syndrome can further exacerbate
damage to the blood-brain barrier and cause neurotoxicity.

AUTOANTIBODIES

It is known from several autoimmune diseases that
autoantibodies can play a role in damaging the nervous
system. Indeed, the delayed presentation of some neurological
complications from SARS-CoV-2 infection potentially implicates
a long-lasting immune response driven by memory T cells
being active and memory B cells producing antibodies. CNS
autoantibodies have been reported in various clinical cases and
evidence for their role in COVID-19 neurology is currently
under investigation. Among the cerebral disorders reported
as secondary to SARS-CoV-2 infection, antibodies directed
against the NMDA-receptor have been detected extremely
rarely in serum or CSF (31, 32). Additionally, there are several
autoantibody-driven peripheral syndromes, such as Guillain-
Barré syndrome (GBS) and Miller Fisher Syndrome (MFS), that
have been associated with COVID-19.

It has been hypothesised that autoimmune complications may
be related to molecular mimicry of SARS-CoV-2 proteins with
human proteins. One study reported only one protein with high
homology between the SARS-CoV-2 and human proteome, while
other studies have reported several identical peptide sequences
(31–33). Hexa-peptide and hepta-peptide sharing of SARS-CoV-
2 spike glycoprotein with human proteins has been identified as a
potential contributor to the occurrence of autoimmune disorders
observed in COVID-19 patients (34). Of note, but not specific to
SARS-CoV-2 or neuropathology, autoantibodies against immune

proteins, such as interferons, have been detected during COVID-
19 and could impair the anti-viral response leading to more
severe disease (35).

As the immune system develops antibodies to viral antigens,
shared epitopes on self-antigens could become targets and result
in adverse effects (36). However, it is unknown how often
autoantibodies are the drivers of pathology and not just transient
indicators of tissue damage. Additional work has been done to
demonstrate the molecular mimicry between SARS-CoV-2 and
human proteins expressed in vagal nuclei and ganglia, which
may account for the low vagal tone observed in some cases of
COVID-19 (37). This study also found that neurons within the
dorsal motor nucleus, nucleus ambiguous, nodose ganglion, and
jugular ganglion can all present antigens with epitopes shared
with SARS-CoV-2 antigens.More potential targets of SARS-CoV-
2 molecular mimicry have been identified in the brain, such as
neuron navigator protein 1, neuron navigator protein 3, and
corticotropin-releasing factor receptor 2 (38). However, there
appears to be a lack of clinical or pre-clinical data to show that
these antigens are actual targets in neurological manifestations.

Bystander activation and epitope spreading may also explain
some neuropathology in COVID-19 patients, particularly those
presenting with cerebrovascular complications. The overreactive
immune response creates a pro-inflammatory environment
that may damage the blood-brain barrier, myelin sheath, and
axonal membrane (39). As the damage of self-tissues continues,
more self-antigens are released. This can potentially increase
the activation of autoreactive T-cells and trigger chronic and
progressive CNS degenerative disease pathology (38).

A range of autoantibodies has been identified in COVID-
19 patients, but evidence of their role in the development
of particular neurological autoimmune disorders has only
been found for select autoantibodies. GBS has been of
particular interest as it was the first documented neurological
autoimmune disease to be implicated with COVID-19. This
polyneuropathy is characterised by an autoimmune attack on
peripheral nerve myelin and has been reported in various post-
infectious complications associated with other pathogens, such
as Campylobacter jejuni, Epstein-Barr virus, herpes simplex
virus, and cytomegalovirus. It is hypothesised that pathogenic
ganglioside epitopes stimulate the production of antibodies
that cross-react with myelin antigens, leading to the observed
neurological deficits (40). A systematic review of 73 GBS cases
found median time from COVID-19 to onset of GBS symptoms
was 14 days, but intriguingly, the majority of patients were
negative for anti-ganglioside antibodies that are frequent in
GBS and MFS (41). It is important to note that overall GBS
incidence has been reduced during the COVID-19 pandemic
(and associated infectious disease precautions) and there is no
epidemiological correlation between the COVID-19 pandemic
and GBS co-incidence (33).

One study of CSF and serum autoantibodies in patients
with neurological manifestations identified anti-neuronal
antibodies. Among the targeted antigens were intracellular
and neuronal surface proteins as well as a number of
undetermined epitopes (42). Another study found higher
levels of anti-phosphatidylserine/prothrombin IgG in the
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COVID-neurological group compared to both control groups—
non-neurological COVID and non-COVID hospitalised
controls (43). More work with larger sample sizes and of
people with a range of neurological disorders is needed to
further elucidate exactly which antibodies are associated with
different neuropathologies.

LESSONS FROM ANIMAL MODELS

Similar pathology to human disease occurs in mammalian
models of SARS-CoV-2 infection, mediated by infection of
epithelial cells, elevated pro-inflammatory cytokines, and lung
pathology, including acute respiratory distress syndrome.

There are twomajor strategies for infection inmice: (1) having
the human ACE2 receptor (hACE2) expressed in mice either
by transgenic expression (under the epithelial cell cytokeratin-
18 promoter) or CRISPR/Cas9 knock-in of hACE2 (replacing
mouse ACE2) or viral-vector-delivered hACE2 or (2) use of
mouse-adapted viral strains (44). Interestingly, SARS-CoV-2
spreads to the mouse brain and is implicated as a cause of
lethality which is quite different than human pathology (44–
47). SARS-CoV-1 also showed dissemination to the brain (48).
A recent study showed the ubiquity of SARS-CoV-2 infection
in mice and delineated the rapid time course of neuroinvasion
(49). This study also discovered that the Fc portion of antibodies,
not just the binding regions, was important for the anti-viral
response (49). This highlighted that NK cells, macrophages,
and neutrophils play a role in clearing the virus dependent on
FcR binding involved in antibody-dependent cytotoxicity and
phagocytosis and emphasised the consideration needed for the
Fc region when developing effective therapeutic antibodies.

One of the greatest advantages of studying mice is the ability
to assess disease phenotype in genetic knockouts and/or use
monoclonal antibodies to block mediators or deplete cell types.
Insights have been made into modulators of disease severity.
For example, we have learned that T cell depletion or lack of
Ifnar1 or Stat1 results in worse pathology (50). Conversely, mice
deficient in complement component 3 showed protection from
SARS-CoV-1 disease (51).

It is troubling that new omicron variants are able to infect
wild-type mice as animal reservoirs pose a risk of prolonging
the pandemic (52). A growing list of mammalian species have
been found to be infected by the virus and it is unknown exactly
what adaptations make this possible and how transmission
is occurring and whether transmission back to humans is
common (53). Other mammalian species have been used to study
similar respiratory symptoms, lung pathology, and neutralising
antibodies, including hamsters and ferrets (54).

Arguably, the most translatable research has been with
monkey models, from which we have learned about viral
shedding, anti-viral treatments, vaccines, neutralising antibodies,
convalescent plasma, and long-term immunity, all of which have
made a huge impact on the pandemic. An advantage of studying
African greenmonkeys and rhesusmacaques is that, like humans,
they show more severe pathology in aged individuals (54).
Similar to humans, cytokines and other immune markers were
raised during SARS-CoV-2 infection and the cause of death in

aged monkeys was attributed to interstitial pneumonia involving
haemorrhage and necrosis in the lungs (55). Interestingly, there
has been a report of SARS-CoV-2 causing viral encephalitis
in a rhesus macaque (56). Although there were no clinical
neurological symptoms observed, one out of three infected rhesus
macaques showed endothelial cell hypertrophy, endotheliitis, and
vascular inflammation in the brain (56). This indicates that non-
human primates might be the most relevant animal model for
neurological complications.

DISCUSSION

The explosion of novel findings on the spectrum of neurological
complications of COVID-19 is a testament to what a
transformative time this is. However, a major limitation to
understanding COVID-19 neuropathology is the dependence
on post-mortem autopsies which represent severe disease
frequently involving co-morbidities and/or immunosuppression.
Nevertheless, post-mortem examination of brains has given us
important insight into neutrophil and T cell infiltration and
microglia activation following infection (57). Overall, large-scale
and clinically comprehensive studies are needed to learn about
the spectrum of neurological complications. With so many
groups working towards understanding these phenomena
and investigating ways to prevent and treat them, we are in a
strong position to make rapid progress in addressing the many
unanswered questions. It is becoming clear that the majority
of neurological complications involve neuroinflammation
and sometimes hypoxic-ischemic damage which are is not
driven by direct SARS-CoV-2 infection, but indirect effects
of anti-viral and inflammatory responses. The correlation of
heightened immune response with severe disease indicates that
host response factors could be responsible for pathology (4).
Although the heterogenous pathologies likely have different
mechanisms and therapeutic targets, it is promising that at
least the pulmonary manifestations of COVID-19 are amenable
to immunosuppressant treatment, such as dexamethasone
and anti-IL-6R. In addition to the fast-acting innate immune
response, the more delayed range of neurological complications,
especially demyelinating disease, implicates that the adaptive
immune response is likely involved in pathology in certain
individuals. Less is known about how to specifically target
autoimmune memory B and T cells without broadly and
potentially detrimentally suppressing the immune system, such
as with drugs like methotrexate and mycophenolate mofetil as
used in primary autoimmune diseases. Potentially, synergistic
treatments, such as a combination of anti-viral drugs, targeted
immune suppression, and possibly neuroprotective agents, will
prove most effective at reducing the neuropathogenesis of central
and peripheral nervous system complications of SARS-CoV-2.
Now is our first chance to answer these crucial questions.
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